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Abstract

Closed kinetic chain exercises have been employed in rehabilitation and muscle strengthening programs, such as squatting. During the movement of the squat dynamic valgus, a change that affects all kinematics of the lower limb, tends to become exacerbated, necessitating adaptations in order to minimize the biomechanical disorder. Although studies have shown the effectiveness of squatting exercises, there is a lack of evidence to demonstrate, comparatively, the effectiveness of different adaptations in the decrease of dynamic valgus. The objective of the study was to evaluate to identify the efficacy of different adaptations in squatting exercise in the reduction of dynamic valgus. Therefore, study volunteers (n=30) performed three types of squats: free squatting, squatting with elastic band and squatting with verbal command. The dynamic valgus was measured by the knee frontal plane projection angle during the squatting movements, through captured images and analyzed by the software Tracker and ImageJ. Despite more cases in women, in both sexes, free squatting presented greater cases of medicalization of the knee than in comparison to the other two adaptations. Although both squat adaptations presented positive results, only squatting with verbal command showed a significant reduction of the dynamic valgus pointing out that this is the best adaptation treated.
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1 Introduction

Closed-chain kinetics exercises (CCF) are defined as those in which distal segments are supported on a surface, which limit movement and define a direction\(^1,2\) . This modality of physical exercise requests the movement of more than one articulation for its effect\(^1\).

In addition to stimulating the proprioceptive system, CCF exercises require coactivation and co-contraction of both agonist and antagonist muscles, providing better joint stability\(^2,3\). For this reason, they are clinically safer and often indicated for knee joint rehabilitation programs because they reduce shear forces and cause lower stresses in joint structures under recovery\(^1,3,4\).

Although CCF exercises are effective in the development of lower limb muscles, they should be used in the correct manner in individuals with patellofemoral and ligamentar alterations, especially in the larger knee flexion angles where the translation and compression forces increase\(^5\).

Among the CCF exercises, squatting receives special attention\(^6-10\). This is a multiarticular exercise, in which there is a triple simultaneous flexion of lower limb joints: Hip, knee and ankle\(^1,11\). The activation of agonist and antagonist muscles of the lower limbs favor dynamic stability during movements and help in postural control and prevention of misalignments, as is the case with dynamic valgus. The dynamic valgus of the lower limbs occurs when the foot is fixed in the ground and the center of the knee joint moves medially in relation to the hip and foot during a dynamic movement, thus preventing adequate alignment\(^12,13\).
The misalignment of the dynamic valgus creates a vector of lateral force, increasing the pressure on the lateral facet of the patella with the lateral femoral condyle, becoming an important risk factor for the development of Patellofemoral Pain Syndrome (PFPS). This misalignment also increases ligament tensions predisposing to injuries in ligaments and other periarticular structures. Studies have shown that the neuromuscular control deficit of hip and pelvis stabilizers (abductor, external rotator and hip extensors) are the main responsible for the control of dynamic valgus. The posterolateral hip complex, formed by the abductor and extensor muscles, has a significant correlation with dynamic valgus control. Also, the middle gluteus receives special attention because it plays an important role in the femur external rotation and abduction. The muscular weakness of the medium gluteus generates the fall in the contralateral pelvis, medial peak rotation and adduction of the ipsilateral femur, increasing the compressive forces in the knee joint, this contributes to the exacerbation of dynamic valgus and the development of lesions.

Currently, in the rehabilitation protocols, the prescription of CCF exercises, such as squatting, has been emphasized, in which the dynamic valgus is usually exacerbated. Thus, adaptations during squatting have been made to improve activation of specific muscles and reduce the dynamic valgus during movement. Among some adaptations free squatting, squatting with different feet positions and squatting with elastic band at knee level stand out. Furthermore, verbal command is capable of correcting inefficient movements and patterns in a simple and effective manner. Studies have shown that patients can respond more accurately to simple verbal commands, such as reducing knee adduction during squat.

Although studies have shown the effectiveness of squatting exercises, there is a lack of evidence to demonstrate, comparatively, the effectiveness of different adaptations in the decrease of dynamic valgus. Thus, the objective of the study was to identify the efficacy of different adaptations of the squatting exercise in minimizing the immediate dynamic valgus by analyzing the projection angle in the frontal plane (PAPF) of the knee.

### 2 Material and Methods

#### 2.1 Sample

The sample consisted of 30 healthy volunteers (15 women and 15 men) with a mean age equivalent to 21 years (±3.35 years), who did not practice physical exercise regularly for more than 6 months. Exclusion criteria were the performance of any type of surgery in the lower limbs, with pathologies that cause any alteration in the lower limbs or make it impossible to perform the tests.

The volunteers were duly informed about the research procedures and agreed to participate by signing The Free and informed Consent Term, following the norms present in Resolution n° 466 of the National Health Council. The study was subjected and approved by the Ethics and Research Committee of Santo Amaro University, São Paulo, Brazil (opinion number 2.887.359).

#### 2.2 Experimental design

The application of the adaptations of the squat exercises was carried out in a single group, in order to identify the option that is the most effective in reducing the dynamic valgus compared to the voluntary change itself in the three adaptations.

The individuals were verbally oriented to perform the exercises, and the movement speed and flexion degree were demonstrated; however, no information regarding knee and hip direction was available. The participants were able to test the execution of each squat exercise for a maximum of three times with one minute of interval prior to final execution.

The volunteers were placed on foot, barefoot to avoid variability in different materials, and the squat movement was performed slowly up to the 90th angle and returned to the initial position. The individuals repeated the same movement for each type of squat adaptation in alternate days, as described in Chart 1, and three video images of each type of squat were recorded, being considered the mean value for analysis purposes.

#### Table 1- Sequence of the adjustments to the squat exercises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Free Squat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Squat with Elastic Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Squat With Verbal Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Research data.

(a) **Free Squat**

Performed only with body weight, in which the individual positioned in upright position, knees and hips in extension and displacement of the lower limbs in the same line of the shoulder. The triple eccentric flexion of hips, knees and ankles was performed, reaching the 90 degree angle, in the sequence, returning to the initial position.

(b) **Squat with Elastic Band**

Performed with elastic band, while the individual performs the free squat movement. The addition of elastic band in the most distal part of the thigh in free squatting provides greater external resistance and tactile stimulation, providing greater neuromuscular capacity.

(c) **Squat With Verbal Command**

Performed in the same way as free squat, but with simple verbal commands before movement. Sensory stimuli present alterations in exercise execution, considering that verbal command helps proprioception of knee and hip alignment avoiding excessive dynamic valgus.
2.3 Data analysis

The kinematic analysis of the dynamic knee valgus was performed by means of the APPF dimension. Idealized as a two-dimensional analysis resource, APPF is a simple, versatile and low-cost method capable of measuring the alignment of the lower limbs in the frontal plane, considering that the closer to the physiological angle (175-180°), the better. The analysis of lower limb alignment during squat is performed from a digital image of the lower edge taken during the knee bending phase at squat.

To capture the images, the camera was leveled at knee height and fixed on a tripod two meters away. Adhesive markers were placed in three points: In the center of the patella; antero-superior iliac spine; and in the center of the ankle, between the lateral and medial malleolus.

APPF was recorded at the highest dynamic valgus peak of the knee. The images were analyzed by the Tracker (https://physlets.org/tracker/) and ImageJ software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) in order to measure the variation of APPF during the squat movements (Figure 1).

![Figure 1 - APPF Analysis performed by ImageJ Software](source: Research data.)

2.4 Statistical analysis

Descriptive analysis was performed using the sampling data of each squat exercise. For this purpose, the results were expressed by means of mean values ± standard deviation and compared by means of the procedures of the analysis of variance (ANOVA), with a subsequent Tukey test. The statistical software Minitab ® (version 17, Minitab Inc., State College, USA) was used.

3 Results and Discussion

All volunteers completed the study without intercurrences. Of the 30 participants, 60% (n=18) presented dynamic valgus in at least one of the three squatting adaptations. In the comparison between both genders, 63.6% of women presented excessive dynamic valgus, while in men this condition was observed in 50% of the volunteers.

Of the 90 squatting analyzed movements the dynamic valgus was more present in the free mode, with a record of 18 cases, followed by the squatting adaptation with elastic band with nine cases of dynamic valgus. In the squatting associated with verbal command, only seven individuals presented knee medial collapse during the 23.3% (n=7) movement of the volunteers presented dynamic valgus in the 3 squatting adaptations.

The APPF recorded at free squatting showed an average value of 168.4 ± 5.8 degrees, while in the cases of squatting with elastic band and squatting associated to verbal command, the mean values were equivalent to 174.3 ±2.7 and 178.5 ±3.7, respectively (Figure 3). The results showed a significant difference favorable to squatting with verbal command compared to the other two adaptations made in the study. However, no statistically significant differences were identified between free squat and squat movements with elastic band.

![Figure 2 - Frontal plane projection Angle (APPF) of the knee recorded in the three squat movements. Free vs. Elastic band (p=0.114), Free vs. Verbal command (p= 0.001), elastic Band vs. Verbal command (p=0.019).](source: Research data.)

Also, as shown in Figure 3, most individuals presented better performance in the squat movement associated with verbal command, followed by elastic band, and finally, free squat.

![Figure 3 - Number of volunteers who achieved better results in each squat variation.](source: Research data.)

The objective of the study was to evaluate to identify
the efficacy of different adaptations in squatting exercise in the reduction of the knee dynamic valgus. For this purpose, the knee joint angular displacement was recorded using the APPF of the dominant lower limb, and the results found showed significant differences ($p<0.05$), among the squatting adaptations.

As in this study, other authors have identified that women tend to present a greater dynamic valgus than men$^{20,35,36}$. Some authors justify this finding due to the fact that women show lower articular stiffness, delayed muscle activation and less favorable anatomical structure$^{35,42}$.

Of the most cited causes that may lead to an increase in dynamic valgus, muscular weakness and neuromuscular control deficit may be highlighted$^{12,14,16-19}$. Since one of the inclusion criteria of this study was the lack of physical exercises in the last six months, it is assumed that the participants were sedentary and potentially predisposed to present muscle weakness and limitations, this explains the high rate (60%) of volunteers with excessive dynamic valgus.

It can be suggested that the high dynamic valgus index of the knee is directly associated with the muscular weakness of hip and pelvis stabilizers, especially of the medium glutæus that plays an important role in stabilizing this region. This association corroborates the study with Reiman et al.$^{43}$, who compared the various levels of activation of the medium glutæus using electromyography technique in the performance of different exercises, and identified that in more dynamic activities there was a greater activation of this muscle, operated as a hip abductor to keep the pelvis position level and as a lateral hip rotator to minimize the knee valgus collapse. On the other hand, Russel et al.$^{28}$ hypothesized that the activation time of the medium glutæus becomes more important than the activation level for the control of the dynamic valgus.

Another hypothesis for the high number of cases of dynamic valgus is the imbalance in the activation of lower limb muscles by neuromuscular control. A study carried out by Palmierismith et al.$^{46}$, who compared the various levels of activation of the medium glutæus using electromyography technique in the performance of different exercises, and identified that in more dynamic activities there was a greater activation of this muscle, operated as a hip abductor to keep the pelvis position level and as a lateral hip rotator to minimize the knee valgus collapse. On the other hand, Russel et al.$^{28}$ hypothesized that the activation time of the medium glutæus becomes more important than the activation level for the control of the dynamic valgus.

The low level of success in the control of dynamic valgus in the squatting movement with elastic band in comparison to the squatting with verbal command observed in the study may also be associated to the muscle weakness of lower limbs, mainly of lateral rotator and hip abductor muscles, they probably did not overcome the force exerted by the elastic band, even though it was used primarily for tactile stimulation purposes and with low resistance. Israeli et al.$^{44}$ conducted a study with the objective of investigating kinetic and kinematic variables among squats performed with and without elastic bands. It was concluded that the elastic band significantly increases the power and speed values during the first part of the eccentric phase and the last part of the concentric phase of the squat, and that the activity of the vastus lateralis muscle during the condition of the elastic band was significantly higher during the first portion of the eccentric phase and the last portion of the concentric phase. Based on these findings and correlating with the sedentary sample of the present study, the result obtained for this squatting adaptation is justified.

The reduction of dynamic valgus through treatment programs and adaptation of exercises has been discussed in the scientific environment. Although there are several types of squat, such as changes in the rotation of the foot during exercise, studies have shown divergent results in relation to the decrease in dynamic valgus through external rotation (toe-out) and internal rotation (toe-in) during CCF exercises$^{45,46}$. In our study, these variations were not analyzed, since, with the rotation of the foot, the knee moves beyond the frontal plane, making it impossible to reliably analyze the dynamic valgus by APPF and, therefore, the use of three-dimensional technique is necessary.

Verbal command squatting showed an improvement in the control of the dynamic valgus with simple verbal guidelines, such as instructing the volunteer to keep the knee joint aligned with the foot in the entire arch of the movement. This finding corroborates the results of a study carried out by Cowling et al.$^{26}$ with the objective of analyzing the efficacy of verbal instructions in the landing activity, concluding that the individuals present a good response to the simple verbal instructions. Baldon et al.$^{47}$ also found that verbal feedback on the proper alignment of lower limbs during functional activities has good results in women with patellofemoral pain syndrome.

4 Conclusion

The results indicated significant differences among the squatting adaptations. Squatting associated with verbal command has promoted more accentuated improvements in the minimization of the immediate dynamic valgus, thus suggesting that this would be the best adaptation among the three studied ones.
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